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Xetis   
state-of-the-art shower surface.
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In today’s world, the fusion of the living area and bathroom 
is a symbol of luxurious living. This includes a perfectly 
integrated, floor-level shower area as a visible expression 
of contemporary comfort. 

With XETIS, Kaldewei is once again setting new standards 
in modern bathroom design. The enamelled shower surface 
blends harmoniously into the bathroom floor. The outlet 
has been discretely hidden behind the front wall so as not 
to interfere with the shower surface made of high-quality 
Kaldewei steel enamel 3.5 mm. 

XETIS thus opens up new aesthetic possibilities for  
bathroom designers and becomes an absolute design high-
light in the bathroom. With XETIS, Kaldewei emphasises  
its role as a pioneer and style icon of bathroom culture. 
XETIS – system of visionary aesthetics.

Xetis
style without borders.
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Enamelled shower surfaces are in fashion and no longer  
only requested as special solutions. Available in 13  
different sizes, XETIS integrates easily into any setting. 
All components of the integrated system have been  
developed by Kaldewei and match each other perfectly. 

In achieving this, Kaldewei not only focused on a unique  
design, but also on outstanding functionality. For  
example, the waste fitting with a drainage capacity of 
1 l/s, the installation cover and the XETIS sealing system 
ensure complete protection against moisture penetration.

visible aesthetics
invisible technology.

The individual components:
 Enamelled shower surface XETIS
 KA 200 waste fitting
 XETIS sealing system XDS
 Installation cover
 Designer cover (tileable or chrome-plated)
 Fr 5350 XETIS foot frame (available in 3 sizes)
 MAS 5305 centre support system

Model no. Length (cm) Width (cm)

885      90   90
886    100 100
887      80 120
888      90 120
889    100 120
890    120 120
891      80 140
892      90 140
893    100 140
894      90 170
895    100 170
896      90 180
897    100 180
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coordiNated colours collectioN
 shines even when matt.

The unique matt enamel of the Coordinated Colours 
Collection adds a true touch of class to emphasise the 
special character of XETIS. Optimally colour-matched 
enamelled shower surfaces can now be installed  

in perfect harmony with the existing flooring. The  
bathroom becomes more stylish and the house or  
apartment gains in value. XETIS – sensuality and style 
beautifully combined.
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cayoNo
the bath.
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cayoNo
a future classic.

In creating CAYONO, Kaldewei once again sets a milestone  
in bathroom culture. With its style-oriented design,  
timeless quality and attractive price, this product sets 
new standards for functional baths. 

CAYONO, from the Advantage segment, is characterised 
by the following features: generously dimensioned bath 
interior – even with smaller sizes. Flat bathtub bottom  
allows for comfortable showering. Optional anti-slip finish 
covering a larger area for increased safety. 

Superior material quality, flawless workmanship and  
long-lasting surface quality with a 30-year guarantee – 
the new CAYONO.
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CAYONO 170 x 70 cm (model no. 749)

universal grip

comfort. safety. desigN
cayono – the new bath standard.

 Available in 5 sizes: 150 x 70 cm, 160 x 70 cm,  
 170 x 70 cm, 170 x 75 cm and 180 x 80 cm.

   The bath sizes allow for flexible bathroom planning, making 
the CAYONO bath the ideal solution for any situation, from 
small bathrooms to spacious bathroom havens.

   The bottom of the bath is extremely flat allowing for very 
comfortable showering without compromise.

   Safety is guaranteed whilst standing in the tub as well as 
getting into and out of the tub thanks to the optional anti-
slip enamelling.

 Attractive extension of the Advantage collection.

 Made of Kaldewei steel enamel 3.5 mm.

 With a 30-year guarantee.

   Also available with well-designed matching grips in the 
CAYONO STAr variant.
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CAYONO 170 x 70 cm in alpine white



With the new anti-slip finish developed especially 
for CAYONO, safety and design form a functional and  
aesthetic symbiosis. The anti-slip enamel covers a large 
area in an ergonomically ideal position in the bath,  
enabling you to get in and out safely. Combined with the 
flat bottom of the bath, CAYONO is therefore also ideal 
for showering. 

The german technical inspection association TÜv  
Rhineland has certified Kaldewei’s anti-slip and full  
anti-slip (optional) systems as having anti-slip properties  
compliant with quality class B for barefoot wet areas 
(DIN 51097) and quality class r 10 for anti-slip  
characteristics in work spaces and working areas with 
an increased slip risk (DIN 51130).

safety by all meaNs 
the new anti-slip finish for the cayono bath.



Puro duo
time for the essentials.
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Puro duo

The reduction of all elements to the essentials is one of 
the basic principles of modern architecture and interior 
design. The clear and purist design of the PurO DuO 
bath follows this approach and is the logical continuation  
of the successful PURO series. It fulfills the desire for 
high-quality and timeless design for bathing for two. 
The inside of the PurO DuO is especially long to offer  
exceptional bathing comfort. 

geometry of the senses.
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PurO DuO 180 x 80 cm (model no. 664)

Elegant purism

  Available in 3 sizes: 170 x 75 cm, 180 x 80 cm and 
 190 x 90 cm.

  The design of the PurO DuO impresses with its linear, purist  
 expression of style.

 In addition, it offers a spacious bath interior with a centrally  
 arranged overflow. 

 The two identical back rests and the central overflow ensure  
 that both people can relax when bathing together.

 Made of Kaldewei steel enamel 3.5 mm.

 With a 30-year guarantee.

 With the optional, single-side grip, the PurO DuO also  
 offers optimum safety.

form follows faNtasy
Puro duo – clear lines down to the smallest detail.
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souNd wave
bath audio system.
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souNd wave
the acoustic bath. 

With an increasing emphasis on well-being, relaxation and wellness 
have become integral parts of our lifestyle. And what better way to 
relax than with music?

With the new SOuND WAvE, Kaldewei offers an innovative  
bathroom audio system. Escape the stress of everyday life. relax 
from the first ray of sunlight to an enjoyable bath in the evening. 
The SOuND WAvE components, including the Bluetooth® receiver, 
are concealed in the bath. This acts as an excellent sound box and 
provides pleasant acoustics of the highest quality. SOuND WAvE 
can wirelessly play audio files from your smartphone, computer, 
tablet or any other Bluetooth® enabled device. Experience the  
extraordinary sound under water and escape from everyday life.
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PassioN for details 
the drive of our developments.
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Full anti-slipAnti-slip Secure Plus

SENSuAL AND SAFE SHOWEr EXPErIENCE – 
KALDEWEI SECurE PLuS

Kaldewei steel enamel 3.5 mm is at the core of the Kaldewei brand. 
As a pioneer in the industry, Kaldewei is continually enhancing this 
material. Above all, the focus is on anti-slip surface finishings. 

In a creative environment that responds to users’ needs, Kaldewei 
has opened a new chapter in surface finishing through the creation  
of the new Secure Plus surface. The Secure Plus enamel which 
covers the entire surface of the product, is virtually invisible, but 
slip-resistant nonetheless. Secure Plus fulfils the requirements 
of quality class B according to DIN 51097 and quality class R 10  
according to DIN 51130. The surface itself has a subtle feel to it and 
comes in the refined look of the Coordinated Colours Collection.

Quality fiNishes
for more safety.
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100 x 170 cm 80 x 180 cm

90 x 180 cm 100 x 180 cm

successful series – coNoflat
four new sizes.

Elegant expression of style, purist design and a modern  
look – with its classy design Kaldewei’s enamelled 
CONOFLAT shower surfaceblends stylishly into contem-
porary bathroom architecture. Its ultra-slim design is 
considered state-of-the-art by designers and architects 
– as confirmed by an impressive seven awards.

By adding an additional four sizes (100 x 170  cm, 
80 x 180 cm, 90 x 180 cm and 100 x 180 cm) Kaldewei 
has increased the versatility of CONOFLAT. Thanks to  
its harmonious fusion with the surrounding space, 
CONOFLAT makes even small bathrooms appear larger. 
The seamless transition from the floor to the shower  
surface also creates a sense of elegance. 
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Design evolution through technological progress. Shaping the  
future means re-inventing it. 

Innovative strength is manifested not only in new products.  
Redefining existing products and thus paving the way for the  
future is an important characteristic of a visionary company. By 
changing the special Kaldewei manufacturing process, future  
rectangular shower trays and enamelled shower surfaces  
(SuPErPLAN, SuPErPLAN XXL, SuPErPLAN PLuS, DuSCHPLAN, 
DuSCHPLAN XXL and SANIDuSCH) will exhibit a tighter corner  
radius. 

This change improves the floor-level integration of enamelled  
shower surfaces in tiled areas and the use of silicone in the corner 
area is therefore kept to a minimum. In combination with the ESR 
II installation system frame, it truly is a perfect solution.

All Kaldewei installation and sealing systems can be used without 
modification.

desigN evolutioN 
shower trays and enamelled shower surfaces.
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Franz Kaldewei gmbH & Co. Kg
Beckumer Strasse 33-35
59229 Ahlen
germany
tel. +49 2382 785 0
fax +49 2382 785 200
www.kaldewei.com

AuSTrALIA
Bathe
tel. +61 2 9518 0163
e-mail: sales@bathe.net.au

AuSTrIA
Kaldewei Österreich gmbH
tel. +49 2382 785 0
e-mail: info@kaldewei.de

BALTIC STATES
Julijus Neufeld
tel. +370 068573525
e-mail: j.neufeld@ivc.lt

BELgIuM
Egeda Nv
tel. +32 14 22 26 08
e-mail: info@egeda.be

CHINA
Kaldewei Far East Ltd.
tel. +86 21 6473 7813
e-mail: info@kaldewei.cn

CZECH rEPuBLIC
Kaldewei CS, s.r.o.
tel. +420 241 092 150
e-mail: info@kaldewei.cz

DENMArK
Puracera
tel. +45 40193280
e-mail: info@puracera.dk

FINLAND
IMg Interiors
tel. +358 9 622 9150
e-mail: img.interiors@co.inet.fi

grEECE
Niveco Ag
tel. +30 21 0988 0180
e-mail: nikitasvlachos@niveco.gr

HuNgArY
Török Szaniter BT
tel. +36 1 2501846
e-mail: kaldewei@kaldewei.hu

ICELAND
Trobeco
tel. +354 5 113131
e-mail: trobeco@mmedia.is

INDIA
Kaldewei South East Asia Pte. Ltd.
tel. +91 961 970 3001
e-mail: mukund.patel@kaldewei.com

ITALY
Kaldewei Italia S.r.l.
tel. +39 0438 179 7826
e-mail: info-it@kaldewei.com

JAPAN
Tform
tel. +81 6 6632 2838
e-mail: info@tform.co.jp

KAZAKHSTAN
A. Sukhenko
tel. +7 7212 308238
e-mail: kaldewei_kz@mail.ru

MIDDLE EAST/NEAr EAST
Diane Ritzau-Starkmann
tel. +49 171 4933624
e-mail: diane.ritzau-starkmann@kaldewei.de

NETHErLANDS
Wijnbeek Sanitair BV
tel. +31 251 361 010
e-mail: mail@wijnbeek.nl

NEW ZEALAND
Metrix Imports Limited
tel. +64 9 444 5656
e-mail: info@metrix.co.nz

NOrWAY
Holtan Trading AS
tel. +47 63853830
e-mail: post@holtans.no

POLAND
Kaldewei Polska Spółka z o.o.
tel. +48 22 720 16 03
e-mail: poczta@kaldewei.pl

ruSSIA
OOO Kaldewei
tel. +7 495 232 1951
e-mail: info.russia@kaldewei.com

SLOvAKIA
Kaldewei CS, s.r.o.
tel. +420 241 092 150
e-mail: info@kaldewei.cz

SOuTH AFrICA
House of Style
tel. +27 21 506 4506
e-mail: kaldewei@yelloimport.com

SOuTH EAST ASIA
Kaldewei South East Asia Pte. Ltd.
tel. +65 6899 2487
e-mail: info@kaldewei.sg

SOuTH KOrEA
Hyunwoo Trading Co., Ltd.
tel. +82 2 547 3522
e-mail: hyunwookr@hotmail.com

SPAIN
Kaldewei España, S.L.
tel. +34 93 224 1150
e-mail: info@kaldewei.es

SWEDEN
Langenfeld Bad AB
tel. +46 8 7020775
e-mail: info@langenfeld.se

SWITZErLAND
Zentrallager Schweiz
tel. +41 62 2052100
e-mail: lager.schweiz@kaldewei.de

uKrAINE
B. Byshovets
tel. +380 50 3104265
e-mail: kaldewei@ua.fm

uNITED KINgDOM
Kaldewei uK Ltd.
tel. +44 1480 498 053
e-mail: info-uk@kaldewei.com

UNITED STATES/CANADA
Kaldewei uSA Inc.
tel. +1 317 774 3226
e-mail: chad.novinger@kaldewei.com
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